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ABSTRACT 
Denote by An!Bn, n=O,l, ... the sequence of convergents of the nearest integer continued 
fraction expansion of the irrational number x. For almost all x the limiting distributions of the 
sequences 
Bn-l I Anll An-11 
--and x--: x- - , n=1,2, ... 
Bn Bn Bn-l 
are determined. Similar results are obtained for Hurwitz's singular continued fraction. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the important paper [13], C. Ryll-Nardzewski showed how some classical 
theorems of P. Levy and A.Ja. Khintchine can be proved very simply by ap-
plying the individual ergodic theorem of Birkhoff. The ergodic system to which 
in this context Birkhoff's theorem is applied is the system 
(t.1> <D. fJ, !J, n 
with Q the space [0, 1]- Q, fJ the class of all Borel subsets of Q, fJ the Gauss 
measure, that is the measure with density function (log 2)- 1 (1 + x)- 1 and T 
the operator defined by 
Tx: =!-[ !J. 
upon which the whole machinery of the continued fraction expansion is based. 
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In the course of finding a proof for a conjecture of H.W. Lenstra on con-
tinued fractions, the authors of [3] became increasingly aware of the fact that 
new metrical results on continued fractions, such as the just mentioned conjec-
ture, can be obtained by applying Birkhoff's theorem not to (l.I) but to its so 
called natural extension, the ergodic system 
(1.2) (li, ~. fi, T). 
Here Q: = Q x [0, I], ~ is the class of all Borel sets of Q, fi is the measure with 
density function (log 2)- 1 (I + xy)- 2 and T the operator defined by 
T(x, y): = (rx, _I_) 
a+y 
where a denotes the first partial quotient of x, i.e. a: = [I /x]. In this way they 
derived among other things for almost all x the limiting distributions of the 
sequences 
log qn_ 1 -log qn, n= I,2, ... 
and 
I Pnl 1 I Pn-11 log x- - - og x- - , n = I, 2, ... , Qn Qn-1 
[3, pp. 287, 288]. Calculating the first moments of these one finds two w··U-
known results of Levy's, viz.: 
. I n2 
hm- log qn= , a.e. 
n-<X> n I2 log 2 
(I.3) 
and 
(1.4) !~~ ~ log lx- ~:I=- 6 1:: 2, a.e. 
which, although not mentioned in [13], can also be easily derived from the 
ergodicity of (l.I), see [2, pp. 45, 46]. 
For a description of the natural extensions of ergodic systems belonging to 
a whole class of continued fraction expansions of which (I.2) is but one parti-
cular case, see e.g. Hitoshi Nakada's paper [8]. 
To give another instance of the usefulness of these natural extensions we shall 
derive in this note various metrical results on the nearest integer continued 
fraction and on Hurwitz's singular continued fraction. For a precise definition 
of these expansions the reader may consult Hurwitz's original paper [4], 
Perron's book [10] and for the former type of expansion, Rieger [11]. See also 
[9], especially for the connection of the two types of expansions. Further appli-
cations of the method were given by Ito [5] and Schweiger [I4]. 
Let Pnlqn and An IBn, n = 0, I, ... denote the sequences of convergents of 
respectively the regular and the nearest integer continued fraction expansions 
4I8 
of an irrational number x. The latter sequence is a subsequence of the former, 
i.e. there exists a monotonically increasing function k: IN-+ IN such that 
An Pk(n) 
-= --, n=0,1, .... 
Bn Qk(n) 
Recently it was found by several authors, directly or indirectly, [1], [5], [6], [8, 
Prop. 2], [11, Satz 5] that one has for almost all x 
(1.5) lim k(n) = log 2, 
n~oo n log G 
where here as throughout the rest of this paper 
(1.6) G:=t(v'5+1). 
Now (1.5) immediately transforms the results (1.3) and (1.4) into the corre-
sponding ones for the nearest integer continued fraction: 
. 1 7t2 hm -log Bn= , a.e. n~oo n 12 log G 
(1.7) 
and 
(1.8) lim_.!.._ log lx- Ani=- n2 , a.e. 
n~oo n Bn 6 log G 
Presently we will find the limiting distributions for the sequences 
log Bn_ 1-log Bn, n=1,2, ... 
and 
log x- - -log x- -- , n = 1, 2, ... , I Ani I An !1 Bn Bn-1 
for almost all x, of which (1.7) and (1.8) are the first moments. 
As did Rieger in [11] and Rockett in [12] we will meet in our calculations two 
integrals which are closely connected with dilogarithms. With Rieger we adopt 
a special notation for them. They are 
and 
Lz: = - S log t dt. 
o G+ 1-t 
Both authors found the limit from (1. 7) in the form (log G) -I (L 1 + L 2). 
Rieger then proved directly, using a functional equation of Abel and Spence for 
the dilogarithm, see [7, p. 8] that 
(1.9) 
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Since (1.5) can be proved without making use of this functional equation [1], 
[6], [8, Prop. 2], it can also be avoided to prove (1.7) and hence (1.9). 
Apart from (1.6) we introduce the constant g by 
g: =t<v's-1). 
Without further mentioning we shall frequently use simple identities like 
g+ 1 =G, g2 = 1-g, G2 =G+ 1, gG= 1 and g+2=G2• 
2. SOME METRICAL RESULTS ON THE NEAREST INTEGER CONTINUED FRACTION 
Every real irrational number has a unique expansion 
(2.1) 
X= b0 + W. + 18~21 + ... , bn e 7l., n E; 0; bn E; 2, n E; 1; 
BnE{ -1,1}, nE;1; 
bn + Bn + 1 E; 2, n E; 1. 
Here b0 = 0 if and only if x e (- t, t) and for such an x the e1 is the signature 
of x. Let the operator S: (- t. t)- Q_.. (- t. t)- Q be defined by 
Sx: = ~ + le~31 + .... 
The name nearest integer continued fraction derives from the fact that 
snx= -bn+ sne~'x e( -t.t>. n= 1,2, ... 
i.e. that bn is the nearest integer to enlsn-lx. The first to consider this type of 
expansion was Minnigerode. Independently it was introduced by Hurwitz [4] 
through whom it became more widely known. The ergodic properties of S were 
studied by Hitoshi Nakada, Shunji Ito and Shigeru Tanaka [9], Rieger [11] and 
Rockett [12]. Here the central result is that 
(2.2) (Q, !!1, J.l, S) 
with Q the space [- t, tJ - Q, !!I the class of all Borel subsets of Q and J.l the 
measure with density function Q, where 
Q(t): = 
1 1 
---- O<t<l 
log G G + t' = = 2 
1 1 
log G G+ 1 + t' -t~t<O 
forms an ergodic system. The natural extension of (2.2) is the ergodic system 
(2.3) (ti, Pi, Jl, S) 
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with 
(2.4) 
{j: = ({[- t, 0)- Q) X [0, g2]) U ({[0, tJ - Q) X [0, g]), 
,j the class of all Borel subsets of fi, 
ji the measure with density function (log G) -I (1 + xy)- 2 and 
S the operator, defined by 
S(x,y)=(sx, b 1 ) 
1+t1Y 
with the b1 and e1 from the expansion (2.1) for x, see [8, theorem 2 with a=t]. 
First we study the sequence Bn _ 1 IBn, n = 1, 2, . . . . There is the following 
result of Hurwitz, see [10, Satz 5.18 (B)]: 
Bn-1 
--<g, n=1,2, ... 
Bn 
and 
Bn-1 2 B<g, n=2,3, ... , when bn_ 1E;3, 
n 
and these estimates are best possible, [10, Satz 5.20]. As a complementation of 
this result we find in the following theorem the law according to which, for 
almost all x, these numbers Bn_ 11Bn are distributed. I 
THEOREM 1. Let F1 : [0, g)-+ IR be given by 
1 F 1(z): =--log (1 +tz) log G 
1 F2(z): =---log (1-tz). log G 
Next define F: [0, g]-+ [0, 1] by 
Then F, a monotonically increasing continuous junction with F(O) = 0 and 
F(g) = 1 is, for almost all x, the limiting distribution of the sequence Bn _ 1 IBn, 
n = 1, 2, ... , which means that for almost all x one has for every z with 0 ~ z ~ g: 
I. 1 { . . Bj-1 } F( ) tm-# };}~n. --. ~z = z. 
n-oo n Bj 
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PROOF. It follows from the second of the two recurrence relations 
and , n = 1,2, ... , 
see [10, p. 3], that 
Bn-1 TI2 ~n «.2 (2.5) --= + + ... + , n=1,2, .... 
Bn bn bn-1 b1 
Further from (2.4) that 
(2.6) Sn(X, 0) = ( snx, B~: 1). n = 1, 2, .... 
Define 
M(z): = {(x,y); (x,y) e D,y~z} 
with the .Q from (2.3). It is then clear from (2.5) and (2.6) that for every e>O 
there exists an n0(e) such that for n "?; n0 and (x, y) e .Q one has 
Sn(x,y) eM(z- e)~Sn(x,O) eM(z)~ Bn-l ::5Z 
Bn -
and 
Bn-1 c<n S B ~Z~J (x,O)eM(z)~ n(x,y}eM(z+e). 
n 
Hence 
1 . 
lim-# {j;j~n. S1(x,y) eM(z- e)}~ 
n~oo n . 
1 B·_ 1 
::5lim sup - # {J" ·1· ::5 n - 1- ::5 z} ::5 
- n~oo n ' - ' Bi - -
1 . ~ lim- #{j;j~n,S1(x,y)eM(z+e)}, 
n-oo n 
where the existence of the two limits is ensured for almost all points (x,y). 
Moreover, they equal p(M(z- e)) and p(M(z +e)) respectively. From this it 
follows that for almost all x 
lim!_ #{j;j~nJh-l ~z} =il(M(z)). 
n~oo n · Bi 
The proof is now finished by a straightforward calculation which shows that 
il(M(z))=F(z), O~z~g. . D 
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THEOREM 2. For almost all x one has 
1 n B· I 
lim- L ~= 
n~oo n j=l Bj 
1 
= -- (VS-2+4log 2+2log (VS-2))=0,25225 .... 
log G 
PROOF. For almost all x, 
1 n B· I g g g' 
lim - L ....L_ = I zdF(z) = I zdF1 (z) + I zdF2(z) = n~oo n j= I Bj 0 0 0 
2 g i 
= _g_log tG2 - _g_log tG- I F1(z)dz- I F2(z)dz. log G log G o o 
The two integrals are easy to calculate. One finds 
and 
g 02 g I F 1 (z)dz = -- log tG2 - -1 -o log G og G 
g' G 2 I F2(z)dz= --log tG+ _g_ 
o log G log G 
Putting all parts together then yields the constant from the theorem. D 
For comparison we mention the corresponding result for the regular con-
tinued fraction. Here one has 
. 1 n Qj-1 1 hm- L - = ---1 =0,44269 ... , a.e., n~oo n j=l Qj log 2 
which can be easily proved from [3, theorem 2]. 
It also follows from theorem 1 that the sequence 
(2.7) log Bn-l -log Bn, n = 1, 2, ... 
is for almost all x distributed according to the law F(e1), - oo < t <log g. Hence 
- lim _!_ log Bn 
n-et::l n 
log g log g2 
I tdF1 (e1) + I tdF2(e1), a.e. 
-00 
Now 
log g 1 1 g dz I tdF1 (e1) = -- log g log tG2 - -- I log (1 + tz) - = 
- oo log G log G o z 
1 1 
=--log 2g log 2g2 - -- L 1• log G log G 
Similarly 
logg' 1 1 I tdF2(e1)=- --log 2g log 2g2 - -- L2 • log G log G 
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Using (1.9) we once more obtain (1. 7), this time as the first moment of the 
distribution of (2. 7). 
Another result on the nearest integer continued fraction to be found in 
Perron's book [10, Satz 5.19] says that if we define 
(2.8) Rn(x):= x--: x---, n=1,2, ... x~Q I Anll An-11 Bn Bn-1 
then 
(2.9) Rn(X)<tg for all nand x~Q 
and that this estimate is best possible. This result we extend by the following 
THEOREM 3. Let H 1 : [0, tg]-+ IR be given by 
H 1 (z): = 1- 1- (tog (1 + z)- _z_ log (2Gz)) og G 1 +z 
and H2 : [0, tg2]-+ IR by 
H2(z): = - 1- (-log (1 - z)- _z_ log (2G2z>). 
log G 1-z 
Next define H: [O,tg]-+[0, 1] by 
{ Hl(z)+H2(z), O~z~tg2 H(z): = . 
H1(z)+H2(tg2), tg2 ~z~tg 
Then H, a monotonically increasing function with H(O) = 0, H(tg) = 1 is, for 
almost all x, the limiting distribution of the sequence Rn, n = 1, 2, ... defined 
by (2.8). 
PROOF. The estimate (2.9) follows from the relation [10, p. 162] 
(2.10) Bn-1 I n I Rn= - S X, n=1,2, ... 
Br, 
on which we base also our proof of theorem 3. Define, with the t1 from (2.3): 
.Q+(z): ={(x,y);(x,y)eQ,x~O,xy~z} 
and 
.a-(z): = {(x,y);(x,y) e tl,x<O, lxly~z}. 
Then, reasoning as in the proof of theorem 1 we find from (2.10) and Birkhoff's 
theorem that for almost all x the limit 
lim_!_# {j;j~n,Rj(X)~z} 
n-+oo n 
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exists for all z and that its value is given by 
jl(Q + (z)) + jl(Q- (z)). 
A simple calculation then shows that 
and that 
From theorem 3 we derive immediately 
THEOREM 4. There exists a constant c such that for almost all x 
1 n 
lim- !: 
n-+oo n j= 1 
For this constant c we have the expression 
c= -3-log 2+ -- -+log 4-2Li2(tg2) =0,06158 ... , 1 (n2 ) log G 12 
where Li2 denotes the dilogarithm function. 
0 
PROOF. The proof simply consists of a lengthly calculation. It is clear that the 
limit exists for almost all x and equals c1 + c2 with 
tg tg' 
c1 : = J zdH1 (z) and c2 : = J zdH2(z). 
0 0 
One finds that 
and 
1 
c1 = -2-2 log 2+ --(log 2+(log 2)2 +L1) log G 
1 2 
c2 = - 1 -log 2 + -- (log 2 + (log 2) - L 2) log G 
from which the expression for c follows, see [11, p. 179]. 0 
The constant c from theorem 4 is about three times smaller than the corre-
sponding one for the regular continued fraction, which equals 
n2 
----1 =0,18656 ... 
12 log 2 
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see [3, corollary 4]. It is evident that we are now also able to obtain (1.8) as 
the first moment of the distribution function H(e1), - oo < t;alog tg, of the 
sequence 
log x-- -log x- --, n= 1,2, .... I Ani I An 11 Bn Bn-1 
3. THE SINGULAR CONTINUED FRACTION OF HURWITZ 
The so called singular continued fraction of Hurwitz, closely connected with 
the nearest integer continued fraction, was introduced by Hurwitz in 1889, [4]. 
For a detailed description see [10, § 44] and [9]. Similar theorems as those in 
section 2 can be proved for this expansion. Here one takes the ergodic system 
(D, :j, fi, S) 
with 
Q: = ([ -g2,g]- Q) X [O,t], 
:j as usual, fi as in (2.3) and S the shift operator belonging to this expansion, 
see [8, Theorem 2 with a= g]. Let us denote the convergents of this expansion by 
en 
-, n=0,1, .... 
Dn 
One obtains 
THEOREM 5. Let the function F: [O,t]--+[0, 1] be defined by 
F(z)= - 1-log 1 +gz. 
log G 1-g2z 
This function F is for almost all x the limiting distribution of the sequence 
Dn-1 
--, n=1,2, .... 
Dn 
It is interesting to compare the graphs of the F from theorem 1 and of F. 
They both have a right derivative (log G)- 1 in z = 0. The function F is concave 
on [0, t] whereas F is convex on [0, g2] and concave on [g2, g]. In z = g2, the 
function F is continuous but not differentiable. Both graphs go through the 
point 
(V2- 1, log (Vl + 1) - 1) and F(g2) = F(0.4). log G 
From theorem 5 one immediately derives 
THEOREM 6. For almost all x one has 
1 n D· 1 log 2 lim- L __1_::_ = -3G-1 +(2G+ 1) -- =0,24761.. .. 
n~oo n j=l D1 log G 
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We conclude with 
THEOREM 7. The sequence 
X--: X---, n=l,2, ... I Cnll Cn-11 Dn Dn-1 
has for almost all x the same limiting distribution as the sequence 
x--: x- --, n=l,2, ... I Anll An 11 Bn Bn-1 
from theorem 3. 
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